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I graduated from Jilin University, TOP 10 universities in
China. After four years’ studies, I realized that I should go
abroad to broaden my knowledge. Among all schools in
France, Centrale Nantes is the best in my heart. The study in
Centrale Nantes is very interesting, I like to take challenges
and discuss with professors.

2. What about the campus life at Centrale Nantes?
The campus life in Centrale Nantes is very interesting. We
can dance with our friends, and have the opportunity to
interact with people of different cultural backgrounds, and
also learn a new language.

3. And now, what’s your current position? And how
did Centrale Nantes help you to get there?
Now, I am a PhD student of Laboratory for Hydrodynamics,
Energy and Environment Atmospheric (LHEEA) in Centrale
Nantes. To be honest, before I came to the Centrale Nantes,
I have never thought that I could become a PhD student.
What I planned is just to finish my study, and find a good job
in China. But the master study in Centrale Nantes makes
me realize that the science is not just a subject, it can also

change our life, and provide better service. From then on, I
made a decision that I will do my best to make our world a
much better one.

4. What’s the advice you would give to someone
who would like to apply to Centrale Nantes?
Well, if you want to study in France, you need to know, this
is a romantic country, you’d better like to make friends, and
enjoy the social life. In addition, if you can speak french very
well, it is also a good skill in your future career.
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1.Could you describe in a few words your Master’s
studies at Centrale Nantes and its strengths? And
why did you choose Centrale Nantes?
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